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AAS Online Catalog

• records for AAS books, pamphlets, 

manuscripts, newspapers, prints, and 

broadsides

• link is at www.americanantiquarian.org



The opening search page



Check collection access chart



Helps sort out where to look for each 

sort of material or collection





One of the 

collection 

descriptions





And 

another 

one

Additional 

information 

links to 

other 

resources



One of the collection specific links to other online 

resources at other institutions



Back to the AAS Online Catalog-

There are two search formats



Guided Search



Which has drop-downs and allows 

complex searches to be built



Basic Search



A basic search



Find this: revere, paul



Search type: Illustrator/Engraver



There are 37 results



Using “10 records per page”



Sort by: Publish Date Descending



Click the link to an individual entry to get 

more complete bibliographical information



the “detailed record”



Email yourself the results



View “Evans Digital Edition”



to see the primary source itself in 

the Archive of Americana



Download it



As a pdf



And it’s 

ready to 

use in your 

classroom



Catalogue of American Engravings



Includes engravings issued as separate publications or 

as illustrations through the year 1820. 

Excludes maps and ephemera.



Basic Search



Browse through results



A Prospective Plan of the Battle Fought 

Near Lake George



The AAS Online Catalog



to see the primary source itself in 

the Archive of Americana





Collection Inventories, Checklists, and 

Finding Aids
www.americanantiquarian.org/Inventories





Example of the enlarged view



And the daguerreotypes



Clara Barton



















Photographs of Native Americans





Online Exhibitions and Resources
www.americanantiquarian.org/exhibitions.htm



Recent exhibitions:





Resources:











Online Databases, Digital Collections, 

and Indexes
www.americanantiquarian.org/digital.htm



AAS Historical Periodicals Collection: 1691-1820



“visual search” for Hessian



selecting LETTERS



selecting MERCENARY troops



View the record for the result



and view the content itself



and enlarge the text



Archive of Americana



• a family of comprehensive primary source 

materials on nearly every aspect of the 

United States over nearly three centuries



• a family of comprehensive primary source materials 
on nearly every aspect of the United States over 
nearly three centuries

• Includes

America's Historical Newspapers

American Broadsides and Ephemera, Series I

American History Through the News

American State Papers, 1789-1838

The Civil War: Antebellum Period to Reconstruction

Early American Imprints, Series I. Evans (1639-1800)

Early American Imprints, Series II. Shaw-Shoemaker (1801-1819)

U.S. Congressional Serial Set



Search across multiple collections



Browse by genre, subjects, author, history of 

printing, place of publication, language



Or use the advanced search window with 

pull downs



TeachUSHistory.org
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• contains historic primary source images and text 
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TeachUSHistory

• contains historic primary source images and text 

• gives background information for historical, 

cultural, and literary context to significant events 

in American history

• includes video and audio presentations utilizing 

professional actors impersonating historical 

figures and reenacting historical events 

• provides lesson plans and curriculum units



TeachUSHistory



























Future questions?

Contact me:

Caroline Stoffel

AAS Online Services Librarian

cstoffel@mwa.org


